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Abstract: In this article I give an iterative scheme to compute the coefficients of the power series

expansion in the electric field parameter of the Stark-Wannier states in one-dimensional crystals.

For symmetric crystals the asymptotic expansion up to the fourth order is explicitly computed,

and for a solvable model the method is verified up to any order.

I. Introduction.

I consider the motion of an electron in a one-dimensional crystal under the action of an external

uniform electric field of strength F. The Hamiltonian is of the form:

HF p2 + V+Fx, F>0, P=-ij-, (Ll)

V is the potential of the crystal of period a. It is well known that, if the periodic potential

is neglected, the electron is uniformly accelerated toward minus infinity. On the contrary, the

study of the motion of an electron with Hamiltonian (1.1) is quite complicated, in fact when the

electron is also submitted to a periodic potential, due to the crystal, it remains confined in a finite

region for a large long time and, finally, will escape to infinity by tunnelling phenomena (see for

instance Bentosela 1979 and Nenciu and Nenciu 1981). Hence, generically, we have for the electron

metastable states, associated with ladders of resonances called Stark-Wannier states, but not actual

bound states. However, if the crystal potential is sufficiently singular, as in the Krönig-Penney

model, heuristic and numerical analysis (see Berezkowski and Ovchinnikov 1976 and Bentosela et

al 1982) suggest that the electron cannot escape to infinity, so that in such a case we should have

actual bound states.
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From a rigorous point of view we have that, under some restrictions, the resonances exist (sei

the latest results in Bentosela and Grecchi 1990, Combes and Ilislop 1990 and Grecchi et al 199:

and Agler and Froese 1985 for the case of large electric field) although, for the general case, thi;

is still an open problem. However, if resonances exist, they are exponentially close to the rea

axis for small electric field and well approximated by the ladders of eigenvalues of the single-banc

approximation (see Avron 1982, Bentosela et al 1982 and Buslaev and Dmitrieva 1990).

The single band approximation, going back to Wannier, leads to exact first order approximation (a

least for symmetric potentials, where the Berry phase is absent). That is, Hp can be approximated

up to a bounded term of order 0(F), by a direct sum of two Hamiltonians, where one of these haj

discrete point spectrum given by a ladder of eigenvalues (see Wannier 1960 and Avron et at 1977)

In terms of spectral notions for Hp, such a ladder consists of a sequence of pseudo-eigenvalues foi

Hp and gives a spectral concentration for the absolutely continuous spectrum of Hp around it:

points (see Riddell 1967). In Nenciu and Nenciu 1981 (see also Nenciu 1991), by applying th(

Wannier single band approximation to Hp, where the bands are defined again so that the interbanc

term between the first band and the others is of order FN+l, N is an arbitrary positive integer

the existence of pseudo-eigenvalues of any order is given. Moreover, in Nenciu and Nenciu 198Î

the same scheme works for the three-dimensional case where the electric field is parallel with <

reciprocal lattice vector; an exponentially decay of the pseudo-eigenvectors along the electric fiele

direction is also obtained.

Since the latest experimental results on the Stark-Wannier model (see for instance Voisin et a

1988, Voisin 1990a and 1990b and Soucal et al 1990 and 1991) it seems that an approximatior

of the Stark-Wannier states more accurate than the Wannier single-band approximation will be

useful. In order to compute the asymptotic expansion of the pseudo-eigenvalues, coinciding witl

the asymptotic expansion of the resonances (if existent), in this article f use a "time-independentr

version of the Nenciu-Nenciu method already seen in a previous paper (Grecchi et al 1990) and

suggested also in Nenciu 1981 and Bentosela 1990. More precisely, in section II I obtain a sequence

of Bloch operators HN, having non-local periodic potential of integral type, such thai the first gap

is not empty and the interband term in Hp between the first band of HN and the others is a

bounded operator of order FN+l. In particular, in the crystal momentum representation (CMR]

HF becomes HF EN + FXN + iFD, where EN and XN can be computed by the following

iterative scheme:
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tfa (EJfa fW') UJ EJ+1, where EJ+1 is a diagonal matrix
W-» := ViX.'Vt + VfXjVi (I2)

JTTJ
X->+1 := iLP+-— +U'+(XJ'-W')UJ X^+fa j 0, 1, N.

dk

Here, EJ is the diagonal matrix representing the Bloch operator H*, XJ is the interband matrix,

WJ is the interband matrix between the first band and the others, LP is a unitary matrix, Vi
is the projection on the first band and Vx H — Vi. Since the boundedness of the terms

WJ, the asymptotic expansion for the pseudo-eigenvalues follows by computing, at each step, the

Rayleigh-Schrôdinger series for EJ + FW.

In section III, I explicitly compute the asymptotic expansion for the pseudo-eigenvalues of Hp of

fourth order in the case of symmetric crystals. By comparing this asymptotic expansion with the

F complex one, already computed in Bentosela et al 1988, we have that the terms of second order

are generically different. Hence, the existence of a horn of singularities tangent to the real axis

for the eigenvalues of Hp, F complex, is suggested (see Grecchi et al 1990).

In section IV I verify up to any order the iterative scheme given in section II for an exactly solved

model. In this model the periodic potential of Hp consists of a ladder of 8—interactions with

strength that goes to infinity. In such a case, we can de-couple Hp in a family of operators

{HF,t)eei, where Hp./ is formally defined by p2 + Fx with Dirichlet boundary conditions on

2w(t — 1) and 27r^. Hence, Hp has purely point spectrum and the Stark-Wannier states are actual

bound states.

In Appendix I briefly resume the CMR, the representation of the position operator x in the CMR

and some estimates about the band functions and the interband matrix useful in section II and

III.

I am indebted with François Bentosela, Vincenzo Grecchi and Marco Maioli for many discussions

on such methods. This work is partially supported by Ministero dell'Università e della Ricerca

Scientifica e Tecnologica.

IL Description of the iterative scheme and principal results.

Let us consider the Hamiltonian of the form

HF := //° + FA'0 (ILI)
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where H° := p2 + V, X° x, p — i-r- and F > 0. Here, K is a real potential which
dx

commutes with the translation operator Ta (we can assume, without loss of generality, a 2ir)

and is infinitesimally relatively bounded with respect to p2 in the form sense. Hence, periodic

real-valued potentials V(x) belonging to L20C(R) and real potentials defined in the form sense as the

Krönig-Penney potential are both considered here. By KLMN Theorem (see Reed and Simon 1975

Theorem X.17) the operator Hp, formally defined in (ILI), is essentially self-adjoint on C(f(R);

let D(Hp) be its self-adjointness domain.

Let E(tf°) Ur=i[£n'°'£n°] be the spectrum of the Bloch operator H°. In the following we

shall assume that the first gap (Elx ,E2 of H° is not empty, that is there exists do > 0 such that

E2' — Ex > do-

Now, as it has been announced in the Introduction, we give an iterative scheme such that, at

the N —th step, the non-diagonal part in (ILI) between the first band and the others is of order

FN+i, N is an arbitrary positive integer. Hence, by applying the Wannier single-band approximation

we obtain pseudo-eigenvalues for Hp. Since the interband term has expectation value zero

on the associated pseudo-eigenvectors, the order of these pseudo-eigenvalues is F2N+1.

In particular, we describe the iterative scheme at the first step and, by using induction hypothesis

on N, at the generic step. Since the construction is essentially the same in both cases, in the

second one we shall report as much as possible to the first one leaving out the details.

First step of the iterative scheme.

Let W° be the interband term in (ILI) between the first band and the others:

W° : -(1 - 2P°) [PÌ,X°] _
PX°X° (II - P,°) -f (II - P°) X°PX°, (II.2)

where Px is the spectral eigen-projection of H° corresponding to the first band [Ex ,EX }. We

have that W is bounded, because the first gap is open (see formula (A.24)), and is an integral

operator with kernel V°(x,y):

(W°jj)(x) := f V°(x,y)i>(y)dy, (II.3)
J R

where (see Reed and Simon 1978, Theorem XIII.85 and problem XIII.134):
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V°(x, y) f(x + y)e'k^-yKkx'0(x)uk1fi(y)dk +

rrr< (IL4)
-2 dk dh dz {zeik<-x-'hk1'0(x)ukx'0(z)ei^-^u^°(z)u1fi(y)},

Jb Jb Jr '
V>i ' (x) elkxux°(x) is the Bloch function of H° associated with Ex(k), k belongs to the Brillouin

zone B (—1/2, +1/2]. Hence W° is symmetric, W° W° and commutes with the translation

operator T2t. In fact, one can verify that V°(x,y) V°(y,x) and V°(i + 2ir,y) V°(x,y — 2x).

Therefore defining again the operator Hp on the same self-adjointness domain D(Hp) as

HF := Hl + FXl, (II.5)

where X1 X*(F) := X° - W° and H1 Hl(F) := H° + FW°, we have that Hl is a

symmetric Bloch operator, i.e.:

Hl Hl+ and [T2r,Hi}_ 0, (II.6)

with periodic potential given by V + FW°. From (II.6) and the boundedness of W° it follows

that the spectrum of H1 is given by bands and is stable with respect to the spectrum of H° as

F -> 0. In particular, choosing F < Fx, Fx := fio/(4||lF0||), the first gap (El'^E^1) of Hl is still

open, i.e. there exists d\ > 0 such that E2l - ifa > dx.

Now, in order to prove that the non-diagonal part in (II.5) between the first band of the Bloch

operator H1 and the others is a bounded operator of order F2 we rewrite Hp in the CMR associated

with the Bloch operator J7° (see (A.13)-(A.14)):

HF := Ît0Hp(Û0)-1 E° + FX° + tFD, (II.7)

where Ua is the unitary transformation defined in (A.ll) and (A.12) associated with the Bloch

functions of H°. Here, E° E°(fc) is the diagonal matrix (E°)n,m 6™E°(k), n,m e N, where

£°(fc) are the band functions of H°, X° X°(k) is the interband matrix and D is the derivative

operator. Under this unitary transformation H/0 and //' become

W° ee W°(fc) := ^iy0^0)"1 PXX°PX1 +P^X°VX, (II.8)

where V^ (H - Pi), (Via)n := 6xnax, a (an)n e ©~ iL\B), and

Hl := Ù°nl(U0)-1 E° + FW°. (II.9)
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Let LT0 U°(fc; F) be the unitary matrix such that

U0+ (E° + FW°)U° E\ (E,)nm C£i, (11.10)

where E\ E^(k;F) are the band functions of the Bloch operator H n 6 N. In particular,

since x" xi(k) Ü°i>kfl and X\ XÜ^F) Ü0^1 are the Bloch functions of H° and H1

respectively in the CMR, we have

(u°L,m (xlxl)P (xl)«. ("-n)

Now, since the interband term W° is bounded we can compute the asymptotic expansion of the

elements of U° and E1 up to any order in F by regular perturbation theory applied to (II.9). In

fact, for any k G B — {0, +1/2}, we have

E\ E\(k;F) E°n(k) + F{X"'0 X"
(IL12)

\Xn> Xn/

pOyO
where x„ - and

Fn° /»(*; F) := A±i III1 - z]
"'

dz, (11.13)

7° S "fn(k) ls a positively oriented circular contour around the unperturbed isolated eigenvalue

E^(k). Hence, the Rayleigh-Schrödinger series gives the asymptotic expansion for E\ and xùi as

F —> 0, uniformly in n.

On the contrary, for k 0 and 1/2 the two eigenvalues El(k) and E®+X(k), n > 1, can be too

close. In such a case we apply the regular degenerate perturbation theory, with multiplicity at

most 2, instead of the non-degenerate one to compute the asymptotic expansion of E\ (see for

instance Landau and Lifsits 1959).

However, in both cases we have

-l
dz (11.14)

P° - _1
1 2iri /fa' — z\

-i
dz

2%i tA° -A ~'dz+— è
2-Kl Jy0

[E° - z}'1 [l + FW° [E°

27TÎ ir -A ~ldz + 0(F), as F — 0,
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since W° is bounded. Therefore, from (11.11) we have (U°) Sx + 0(F), as F —> 0, for any

k e B and n G N.

Under the unitary matrix U° the operator (II.7) becomes the following (still denoted Hp):

Hp U0+ (E° + FX° + iFB) U° E1 + FX1 + iFD, (11.15)

where

X^XVi^F) := iU0+^ + U0+(X0-W0)U°, X1 X1+. (11.16)
dk

In particular, (11.15) corresponds to the operator (II.5) rewritten in the CMR (associated with the

Bloch operator H1), in fact E1 E1(k;F) It1 Hl(Ul)~l is the diagonal matrix whose elements

are the band functions of the Bloch operator H1 and

ÜlX\Ü1)-' îFD + Ff!U0+^ + U0+(X0-W0)U°) (11.17)
\ aK J

as one can verify.

Let us stress that in (11.16) all the gaps of H1 are implicitly assumed open. In fact, if the n—th

gap is empty, for some n > 1, the interband term (X1)n:U+x (k) is singular for k 0 (if n is even)

or k 1/2 (if n is odd). In such a case, the definition of the CMR associated with Hl must

be modified (see for instance Avron 1982 §2). However, in view of the crucial estimate (11.20)

this is not important, so that we can continue in the construction of the iterative process defining

formally X1 as in (11.16) without any discussion for the degenerate case.

Since the first gap of H1 is open and W° is bounded, the interband term W1 s W1(F) in (II.5),

between the first band and the others,

Wx y PIX1 (A-F,1) + (H-F/) A'1 F,1

(11.18)
F/a: (H - F,1) + (Œ - Plx)xPl - F/ W° (il - F,1) - (U - F/) W°P}

is bounded for any F < Fx. Here Px is the spectral eigen-projection of 7/1 corresponding to

the first band [Ex ,E{ ], distant dx > 0 from the remainder of the spectrum and coincident with

[Fj' Ex' ] in the limit F —» 0. In particular, we have that \\Wl\\ j|W11| < cxF, for some cx < oo

and any F < F,, where W1 Wl(k;F) := i/WfW1)"1. In fact,

W1 PxXlPxL +F1±X1F1 0(F), as F^O, (11.19)
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because (U°) ix + 0(F). That is, there exists cx < oo such that for any F, F < Fx, the

following estimate holds:

llWlH jE/j^fal2^} ^ c'f' where !<,:=(W1)^. (11.20)

77ie iterative scheme at any finite step.

By induction on N let us consider the operator

Hp := HN + FXN (11.21)

self-adjoint on the domain D(Hp), where

N-1 N-1
HN := H° + FJ2 W1 and XN := X° - F £ 14". (11.22)

Here WJ' is the interband term between the first band of the Bloch operator H3 and the others,

j 0,1, N — 1; in particular, it is a bounded operator of integral type, symmetric and

invariant with respect to the translation T2^; moreover we have that W3 0(F3), as F —* 0.

Hence, HN is a symmetric Bloch operator with the first gap not empty for any F < Fn, for some

FN > 0, i.e. F26,iv - E\'N > dN, dN > 0.

Let W be the interband term in (11.21) between the first band and the others:

WN ._ pNxN (jj _ piV) + (j,- _ pN} xNPxN, (11.23)

where Pf is the spectral eigen-projection of IIN corresponding to the first band [Ex ,EX ],

distant d/y from the remainder of the spectrum and coincident with [Ex' Ex ] in the limit F —? 0.

Since du > 0 and by the boundedness of each W1, I4/A is bounded too. In particular, by induction

on N we have ||H//V|| < cnFn for some cn < oo and any F < F,v. Besides, as in the N 0

case, one quickly verifies that 147 is a symmetric operator of integral type and commutes with

the translation operator T2v.

Now, following the preceding construction we define again the operator Hp on the same self-

ad jointness domain D(Hp) as

IIF IIN+l +FXN+l, (11.24)
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wheieXN+l XN+1(F) := XN - WN and HN+l s //N+l(F) := HN + FWN. By the above

cited properties on HN and WN it follows that //A+1 is a symmetric Bloch operator, i.e.

hn+i* hn+i and [HN+\T*,]_ 0, (11.25)

and its spectrum is stable with respect to the spectrum of IIN. In particular, choosing F < Fn+i,

Fn+i := min {F\r,<i^r/(4||W^jl)}, the first gap of HN+i is still open, i.e. there exists <f;v+i > 0

such that Eh2'N+x - E*{N+1 > dN+l.

Let

Hp := ÜNHp(ÜN)~1 EN + FXN + iFD (11.26)

and

jjN+i ._ ÜNHN+1(ÜN)-1 EN + FWN (11.27)

be the CMR (associated with the Bloch operator HN) of IIF and HN+1, where EN EN(k;F)
is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the band functions of HN, XN XN(k;F) is

the interband matrix and

WN WN(k;F) := ÙNWN(ÙNYl ViXNVt + PX±XNPX. (11.28)

Let Uw s UN(k;F) be the unitary matrix such that:

\JN+(EN + FWN)VN EN+l, (EJV+1))i|m Ç£„N+11 (11.29)

where F^+1 s E%+l(k;F) are the band functions of the Bloch operator HN+1, n 6 N.

Under this unitary transformation (11.26) becomes the following (still denoted Hp):

Hp UN+ (EN + FXN + iFD) VN EA'+1 + FXN+l + tFD (11.30)

where

XN+l XN+l(k;F) := iVN+^+V"\xN-WN)XJN, XA'+1+ XN+1. (11.31)
UK
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Now, by applying the regular non-degenerate perturbation theory as done in (11.14) we have that

(UN)nl <$? + 0(FN+1), as F — 0, since WN 0(FN). Hence, we obtain the following

estimate for the interband term in (11.30) between the first band and the others

w/v+i _ ¦plxN+1pf-+pfXN+lPx 0(FN+l), as F-0. (11.32)

In particular, there exists cn+i < oo such that for any F < Fjv+i

l|WN+1|l {e/sI<i+T<4 < cN+lFN+\ where <+* := (W™)^ (11.33)

The above results can be summarized as follows:

Theorem 1. Let H° p2 + V be a. Bloch operator with the first gap not empty, where V is a real

potential invariant under the translation by 2w and in fi ni tesimally relatively bounded with respect

to p2 in the form sense.

Let Hp be the CMR (associated with the Bloch operator H°) of IIF := H° + Fx, F > 0,

Hp := Ù0IIF(Ù0)-1 E° + FX° + îFD. (11.34)

Then, for any positive integer N there exist F/v > 0 and a unitary matrix VN NN(k;F) such

that for any F < Fn

VN+HFNN EN + FXN + iFT) (11.35)

approaches, up to a bounded term of order FN+1 the Wannier de-coupled operator

Ff + F(X/V),,1 + iF-^j-) © F,1 (EA' + FXN + /FD) Tfa. (11.36)

In particular, VN is given by VN := L^U1 UA_1, whore UJ UJ(/c; F) are unitary matrices

defined by the following iterative scheme

ifa (EJ' + FW3) V3 E3+, where EJ'+1 is a diagonal matrix

W-* := PxX3Pt + P(-X3PX (II37)
XJ+1 := !UJ+— + UJ

+
(XJ'- W')UJ X3 + l\ j 0, 1,... N-1.
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Remark 2. Following Avron et al 1977, the single band approximation of (11.35)

Ei + FXui + iF~, X^ := (X")u' (IL38)

has discrete spectrum given by the ladder of non-degenerate eigenvalues

*"i(F) «> + F(Xu) + ME, e e z, (11.39)

where (•) denotes the mean value on the Brillouin zone B, with associated eigenvectors

/& G ©~ ,£2(ß):

[/i>fa)]n «."exp -i/Fjk(*&-E?(h)-FX&(h)) dh (11.40)

Since the expectation value of WN on the eigenvectors /A'f is zero, (11.39) represents a ladder of

pseudo-eigenvalues of Hp of order 2A7 + 1 (see Riddell 1967, especially Lemma 3.2 and formula

(15)). A similar result is also given in the paper of Nenciu and Nenciu 1982, see Theorems 2 and

3 and related remarks.

Remark 3. The convergence of the iterative process as A' —* 00 has not been proved. Hence, in

general, we haven't bound states. However, for singular potential, as the Krönig-Penney potential,

we believe that the above iterative process can be proved to be convergent as N —> 00 as suggested

by the model shown in Section IV.

III. Asymptotic expansion of the pseudo-eigenvalues.

Theorem 1 gives the existence of pseudo-eigenvalues of IIF of arbitrary order in F as pointed out

in Remark 2. Moreover, by using the iterative scheme (11.37) and the regular perturbation theory

one can compute the asymptotic expansion of these pseudo-eigenvalues. Now we are going to

compute the asymptotic expansion of the pseudo-eigenvalues of fiF of fourth order.

Choosing A' 2 in Theorem 1 and Remark 2 it follows that

*\AF) (EÌ) + -2xCF+F(Xlx), tel, (ULI)

is a ladder of pseudo-eigenvalues of HF of fourth order.

For sake of simplicity we shall assume all the gaps of If0 open and V an even local potential, i.e.

V(x) V(-x). Hence, X° -X^n and X°n 0 for any k (see Appendix).
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From (11.37) we have that:

X2 := (l\j^d^-\ +(U1+(X1-W1)U1) 0(Fi), as F -* 0.
' \ ÛK/jjV /1,1

(III.2)

In fact

(III.3)
(u^-w1)!;1)^ Y (u'^O'-j

J] U^^U1™,, 0(F4),

because (U1) 6™ + 0(F2), and a simple calculation gives

17 WPÌXÌ

where

Âfai xi + fY ^^rxi + 0(^4)- (m.S)ri _ ri
»#1 ^i J""

Hence, (III.l) becomes

X\,i(F) (F?) + 2x£F + 0(F5) asF-0. (III.6)

Now, from the Rayleigh-Schrödinger series for Fj and F} (see for instance Reed and Simon IV,

Chapter XII §1), we obtain

Afa(fa (E\) + 2xtF + F(X1\1) - F2 Y I^4i + Q(fa)
m^l \ "l ' /

<£?) + 2T/?F - F2 Y (ir^|ö) + /'<fa,)+ (HU)

r,2 \y / \Xm,i\ \ or,4 v^ / l-^Tt,lrl^i«,if \ r,/r.5\faSA^^r fafafas-«>=<«-fa+0(f)-

Finally, by using again (11.37) to compute Xx x up to the fourth order and X^ up to the second

order we have the above mentionatcd asymptotic expansion of the pseudo-eigenvalues of HF of

fourth order as F —> 0:
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X2, {E°x) + 2«eF-F2Y(P14ö
m*l \£'m-^l

~> F4 S^ t
Ifa.li'fam.ll

-f*Y
m^l

Am,l
dk\E°m-E°x

+ 2^r?<i

Y0 Y0Am,r^ r,l
^1 F? - F?

£°m-£?
+ 0(F5).

In fact

^:--(uo+^)m/(uo+(x°-wo)uo;ml

llA°x?

d Xm,i

60 n <*(A°Xl)
¦* 77lA| dfc

+ y (P°mxom,x0r)xo (X°fal°XÏ)
,IF° v° Il

r.sjtl II m A m II IA°x?l

ÌF-dk\El-E\
yd y0fY~n i?ô + 0(F

r* \ E°r- £?

and

fa',1 t Uu
n+dU°

~dfa

yu yO yO

2^ (FO _

+ (u0+(X0-W°)U0

F2 ^ d
+ ~-^Tkr% W - £?)(fa° - E°) 2 £ï

Kl

v°
F° - £° + 0(F4

(III.8)

(III.9)

(III.10)

because X o

Ç^i ^^ +0^
X°s r, and so (X\ x) — 0(F4) since the interband terms and the band functions

are periodic on B.

Remark 4- By comparing the asymptotic expansion (III.5) of the pseudo-eigenvalues of HF with

the asymptotic expansion of the eigenvalues Xxj(F) of ftp for F complex, with OF > 0 and

| arg F - 7t/2| < S, è < 7t/2 (see Bentosela et al 1988), we have that the second order terms are,

generically, different. In particular, as pointed out in Grecchi et at 1990, this would be a further

support to the existence of a horn of singularities, tangent to the real axis in the origia, for Xx.e(F).

IV. An exactly solvable model with pure point spectrum.

In this section we present a model whose spectral problem is exactly solved by using the iterative

scheme, slightly modified, given in Section II. In particular, in such a model the iterative scheme
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reproduces the same results given by the regular perturbation theory applied to the family of

de-coupled operators {HF,e)eyj as F goes to zero.

Let

H° p2 + Va, where Va := Y, a ' "fa' ~~ 2^0, -oo < a < +00, (IV.l)

be the Krönig-Penney Hamiltonian (see Albeverio et al 1988 for a review, especially Chapter III.2).

It is well known that H° has, for 0 < a < +00, absolutely continuous spectrum given by bands

«ofan,fa Ela n2/4.

On the contrary, for a +00, H° has purely point spectrum given by the eigenvalues F„i00 with

infinite multiplicity. In particular, for any k £ B, we have that

Fn,oo(fc)sF„ n2/4 (IV.2)

with associated Bloch function

<M « fa"X(fa

vhere u^(x) are periodic functions, with period 27r, given by

ukn(x) v/2sin(ni/2)e
1 if - it < x < 0

(-l)"ei!rt if 0 < x < +7T

(IV.3)

(IV.4)

Now, /7p H° + Fi in the CMR (associated with the Bloch operator H°) becomes

Hp E° + FX° + iFD where E° is the diagonal mat rix whose elements are the k—independent

band functions and the elements of the interband matrix X° are given by

(X° Y° dukn(x) dx

dk 2Ì (IV.5)

and they are k—independent too. In particular, from (IV.4) we have that

if u / m and n + m is even

if n + m is odd
-rc-j-j

Hence, X° X° and it is bounded.

Now, let U° be the k—independent unitary matrix such that:

Y°An,n — 7T

X°
n,m

0

yO
16

7T

nm
(m- — ji-)-

(IV .6)
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U0+ (E0 + FX°) U° E1, E1 is diagonal (IV.7)

Under the unitary matrix U°, HF becomes the following (still denoted Hp)

Hp V0+HpXJ° E'+tFD. (IV.8)

Hence, the interband matrix vanishes and so HF has purely point spectrum given by the sequence

of ladders of eigenvalues \n.i(F) E\ + 2xlF, bé N and I 6 Z, where E\ is the ra-th eigenvalue

of E° + FX°. In particular, by the Rayleigh-Schrödinger series we can obtain the convergent

expansion of these eigenvalues, that is we have

XnAF) ^ + (2l- 1)*F - F2^ Y Ä + 0(F% as F -, 0. (IV.9)
m:m+n is odd

Let us stress that the spectral problem for Hp can be solved in the following way too. Since

a 6—interaction with infinite strength consists of a Dirichlet boundary condition on the point

supporting the i-interaction, we can de-couple IIF as Hp (BJAL^Hp^, where the operator

Hf,i is formally defined by /r + Fx with Dirichlet boundary conditions on 2x(l — 1) and 2ir£.

Hence Hp has purely point spectrum given by

Z(Hp) U(eZZ(IIp,e) E(HFß)®{27r£F}eeI. (IV.10)

Let

dx-y^-Fxi> A0, i/>(-2*-) V(0) 0, (IV.ll)

be the spectral problem for //f,o- Taking y -F 2/3(A - Fx) (IV.ll) becomes

-fafajlV 0, xP(-F-2^(\-r-2rvF)) ^(-F~2^X) 0. (IV.12)
dy

Here, choosing V> of the form i>(y) cxAi(y) + c2Di(y), where Ai and Bi are the Airy functions,

the Dirichlet boundary condition (IV.12) implies that cx and c> must be the non-zero solutions of

the following linear system

c, cos6l(F-2/3(A + 27rF)) + co sin (9 (F-'fa A + 2ttF)) 0V \ ll - \ il (IV.13)
c1cosö(F-2/3A) + c2sin6»(F-3'':iA) =0,
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where 8 is defined by Ai(—x) M(x) cos 6(x) and Bi(—x) A4(x) sin 6(x) (see Abramowitz

and Stegun 1972, [10.4.69]). Hence we obtain the following condition on A:

0 (F"2faA + 2ttF)) -0(F~2/3A) -mr, n l,2,.... (IV.14)

Now, from the asymptotic expansion of 0(x) for x large (see Abramowitz and Stegun 1972,

[10.4.79]), i.e. for F small, we obtain the following asymptotic expansion for An:

A„(F) n2/4 - Ftt + F2(faj-4) +0(fa) as F - 0 (IV.15)
\ ó iL iL J

in agreement with (IV.9).

Appendix. On the one-dimensional CMR.

Let us consider the Bloch Hamiltonian of the form

Hb P2 + V, p -,~ (A.l)
dx

where V is a real potential and invariant with respect to the translation x —? x + a. Moreover,

it is assumed infinitesimally relatively bounded with respect to p2 in the form sense. Hence, by

the KLMN Theorem (Reed and Simon 1975 Theorem X.17), there exists an unique self-adjoint

operator, still denoted Hg, having the same form domain of p- and such that

(<j>,HBi>) (4>,P2tP) + (4>,ViI>), Vt/>,<6 e C0°°(R) (A.2)

Such a class of potentials includes the following ones:

a) periodic real-valued potentials V(x) belonging to Ljoc(R) (see for instance Reed and Simon 1978,

Theorem XIII.96);

b) non-local potentials of integral type with kernel V(x,y) € L'(R'):

(Vxb)(x) := / V(x,y)iP(y)dy (A.3)
JR

symmetric, V V+, and invariant with respect to the translation x —? x + a, that is V(x,y)

V(y,x) and V(x + a, y) V(x, y - a).

c) Krönig-Penney potential, i.e. V £] ..£ a-S(x — ja) where q is real and S(x) is the Dirac delta

function supported on 0 (see for instance Reed and Simon 1975 p.168);
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In the following, for sake of simplicity, we shall assume a 27r and V positive, that is (Vip, ì/j) > 0.

Let B — — 1/2,+ 1/2] be the Brillouin zone. It is well known that, for each k E B, the operator

formally defined by Hb on L2 ([0,27r],|^) with the boundary conditions

0*(2tt) e'k2'uk(0) and ^(2x) e'fc2^(0), (A.4)
dx dx

has compact resolvent. Hence, for any k £ B, we have a complete set of orthonormal eigenfunctions

ifö(x) on F2([0,2?r]|f n £ l\l, called Bloch functions:

HBfkn(x) En(k)rt(x) (A.5)

and the discrete spectrum consists of a sequence of eigenvalues

0 < Ex(k) < E2(k) < ...< En(k) <... where En(k) (n + kf + 0 - J as n — oo. (A.6)

These eigenvalues, as functions of k, are called band functions and consist of branches which are

analytic except possibly at point of degeneracy; degeneracy occurs, at most, for k 0 or 1/2.

Moreover, they are even functions, En(-k) En(k), and periodic, En(k + 1) En(k).

Let

Eln raax£„(t) and F,6, m\nEn(k), (A.7)
fc G o KÇ.IA

then E(FB) \J™=1[El,Eln]; the closed interval [Ebn,E'n] is called n-th band and the open

intervals — oo,Ex) and (F£,F£+1) are called the 0-th and the ti — th gap respectively.

Let us stress that the above properties are, usually, proved for local potential. However, they can

be easily extended to the class of potentials considered here.

Now, by using the boundary conditions (A.4) we extend the eigenfunctions 4>k(x) on the whole

real axis as ip!^(x) e'kxu^(x), where u^(x) is a periodic function of period 27T. The Fourier

coefficients u>k(K), K € Z, of the periodic function u^(x):

uk(x) Y fafafa^- (A.8)
kAL

are called momentum eigenfunctions and they are orthonormalized functions in the Hilbert spare

/ß H'(k) dk, H'(k) faZ). In terms of the momentum eigenfunctions the spectral problem for

IIB becomes
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(K + kfujk(K)+YVJ.'<un(J) En(k)ut(K), k£B and /feZ, (A.9)
jAL

where, for potentials of type a) Vjj< V^-j is fc-independenl and coincides with the (K — J)-th

Fourier coefficient of V(x) and for potentials of type b) we have

Vj,k Vj.K(k) := -!- / dy / *
dx (v(x,x + y)e'<J+^e-<A'-"fa

27r JR Jo '
(A.10)

where Vj/< Vn j because V V+.

Now, we are going to define the Crystal Momentum Representation associated with the orthonormal

complete set of the momentum eigenfunctions {cok(R )}n€|\| in JB H'(k) dk. To this end, we shall

assume all the gaps open, that is there is no degeneracy point on the real axis for any band function

En(k).

Let It be the unitary transformation:

vhere

Ü : L2(R) — ffi~=ii2(ß) defined by:

i> - (l~u) (k) an(k),

an(k) : (w*,^(fc))p

£w*(ff)-0(fc,A-);

(A.ll)

(A.12)

this is called the Crystal Momentum Representation of 0. Here tl>(k,K) := 4>(p), p k + K, is

the Fourier transform of ip.

In this representation Hb and a: become:

IIb ^flIfDfl~x IIb
- (A.13)

x ^UxU~x (D + X

where, on the generic vector a (an)n £ ($%LXL2(B) such that a„ £ Cl(B) for each n, and only a

finite number of o„ is not identically zero, act as:
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HBa) (k) En(k) ¦ Onik),
' n

oo

(Xa)n(k) ^A„,m(/;)-am(/c),
m=l
dan(k)

(A.14)

(Ba)n(k) dk

where

*-<« - fa^)„ - >C^-dJ%dukm(x) dx
2-k'

(A.15)

hence X X+. In particular, if V is an even local potential, i.e. V(x) V(—x), then the

momentum eigenfunctions can be chosen real and such that u>~k( — K) ±w£(F"). Hence,

Xn.m(k) has real part zero, so Xn.m(k) -Xm,n(k) and Xn.n 0, and Xn,m(-k) ±Xn,m(k).

Now, differentiating with respect to k both sides of (A.9) and projecting them on the m—th

momentum eigenfunction, we obtain:

2(ukm,K(k)uk) + (Em-En) I k du*
+ vm,„

dEn(k)
dk

vhere

Here

(K(kpk)(K) := (K + k)-ukn(K).

(A.16)

(A.17)

Y J/yJ' ~{yV(x,x + y)c'^^e~'^-^ukn{J)^m(K)}
J-«^ °

(A.18)

dy j g {(?/-.x-)V(.r,2/)^;i(.T)fa(!/)}

for potential of type b). For a local potential V(x) of typo a) we have that \ln.m 0 and the

following formulas hold:

dEn(lc)
dk

2|<W*,K(fc)w*>| (A.19)

and

Xn'm{L) ~ 2lEm(k)-En(k) ,f?^m- (A.20)
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Therefore, since

||K(*)w$J|p < faËfafa (A.21)

we have that

dEn(k)
dk

< 2yŒjY) and \Xn.m(k)\ < 2 -^-^L—, / := min(n,m). (A.22)
|iSm(K) — £/„(/Cj|

Thus, the interband term W between the m — th band and the others is bounded. In fact, choosing

m — 1 for instance, we have

W := FiXF^+TfaXFi, (A.23)

and

l|w||2 Y [ \Xn,if-dk < 4 Y ]Ei rfam < +œ' (A-24)
n,£l Jb n±\ ' " ''

because |F* — Fj|2 ~ n4 for n large enough (a more accurate estimate is given in Grecchi et al

1989).
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